
Chapter 5

The Public Sector

1. MAIN DEVELOPMENTS

In 1991, as in 1990, the domestic budget deifcit1 amounted to 5.4 percentof GNP, and
the total deficit to 2.6 percent. Real taxes and revenues rose, and real domestic
expenditure increased at about the same rate.2 When general government investment is
deducted from expenditure, the saving rate is negative, and has been estimated at xk a
percent of GNP.
While the large public deficit reflects the expansionary effect of government on

economic activity, it is still an underestimate because of two factors specific to 1991.
First, there were large extrabudgetary outlays in order to further immigrant absorption.
Since the object of this  which will show up in the general government accounts in
subsequent years was to dispel businesssector uncertainty, it contirbuted to the
expansion of economic activity in 1991. Second, since some of the tax increases were
determined from the outset as being temporary, their contractionary effect was
weakened. Expenditure on grants to immigrants is also temporary, and its duration
depends on the integration of the immigrants into employment.
The 1991 deficit does not exceed the firstyear level of the threeyear deficit path set in

the 1992 Budget. The tax receipts and expenditure which gave rise to this deficit were
nonetheless higher than desired, particularly in view of the need to improve business
sector profitability and foster employment. In the course of 1991 it became clear that
decisions regarding expenditure on immigrant absorption were based on optimistic
estimates of the numbers arirving. Adjusting government expenditure especially that
part of it intended to accelerate dwelling investmentto the reduced number of immig
rants would have made a reduction in tax receipts possible while adhering to the planned

' The deficit in this chapter differs from the one in Chapter 7 on two major (though not the only)
counts. First, the data here are based on the national accounts, while those in the monetary chapterare on
a cash basis. Second, the deifcit here reflects the activity of general government whereas in the monetary
chapter it reflects only that of the central government and the Jewish Agency. For further definitions, see
Table 5.1.

2GDP prices rose faster than those of public consumption in 1991, so that a comparison between
them in GDP terms underestimates the real change in the deficit.
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Table 5.1
General Government: Receipts, Expenditure, and Deifcit, 198091"

(percentof GNP)

19911990198919881987198619851984198691198084

Expenditure
49.6250.6850.8150.2551.5952.8955.5658.7350.9759.80Domestic

5.956.296.617.709.5011.3914.1913.287.9111.59Foreign

55.5756.9757.4257.9561.0964.2869.7572.0158.8871.39Total

Receipts
44.2445.1744.7948.8050.3551.7249.2342.7047.5148.56Domestic

8.699.118.598.8110.7615.9022.2317.4610.3112.36Foreign

52.9354.2853.3857.6061.1167.6271.4660.1657.8260.92Total
Deficit ()

5.385.516.021.451.241.176.3316.033.4611.25Domestic

2.742.811.981.101.264.518.044.182.400.77Foreign

2.642.694.040.350.023.351.7111.851.0610.48Total
Public debtb

7971088.9089.8088.90100.50110.60117.60106.9092.96108.62Domestic

16.4920.1323.5525.5131.2240.3352.9148.7326.2139.25Foreign

' General government deifcit income/ess expenditure.
Domestic publicdebtexcludes the government's commitment under the bank shares Arrangement.
Foreign public debt the annual estimate of the public debt, domestic and foreign, is calculated as the arithmetic mean of quarterly debt/GNP ratios.
b For details, see Chapter 7 (domestic debt) and Chapter 6 (foreign debt).
SOURCE: Based on Central Bureau of Statistics data.
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budget deficit. Tax reductions have a positive effect on persent and futuer economic act
ivity, and such steps would have helped to promote the economic growth target.
The absorptionof immigrants was predominant in general government activity in 1990

and 1991. On the income side, additional taxes were raised, adding over NIS 2 billion to
government income (principally because VAT was increased). In addition, the national
institutions and the publiclyfinanced nonprofit institutions intensified their grantraising

Figure 5.1
Average DirectTaxRates on Wages and Nonwage Income, 198091

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991

■ Excluding company managers' salaries.
b Gross business sector income at factor cost, excluding salaries (except company managers).
c Less cerdit subsidies and capital transfers to ifrms.
SOURCE: Based on Central Bureau of Statistics data.

activites abroad, thus increasing unilateral transfers by $ 800 million over the 198890
average (Table 6.8). On the expenditure side, incentives were offered to speed up
dwelling construction and provide accommodation for immigrants, while mortgages
were subsidised to help immigrants buy apartments. Extrabudgetary commitments were
made to contractors to buy back unsold housing units, and governmentguaranteed loans
weer extended for investment in other industries.
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The provision of accommodation for immigrants in effect headed national priorities,
and considerable chiefly extrabudgetary efforts were made in this direction. The
swift adjustment of the supply of apartments to the government's rapidcompletion
incentives, and the unexpected fall in the number of immigrants arirving, helped to ease
the housing shortage, although the immigrants' employment problems have not yet been
solved. Absorbing the additional manpower into production requires more capital
formation, and this needs longterm planning and the reduction of uncertainty for
investors. As part of its fiscal policy, the government can contribute to reducing
businesssector uncertainty and increasing profitability, mainly by reducing the tax
burden permanently and investing in the infrastructure. The alternative direct
government intervention, creating employment by establishing industiresis wasteful,
inefficient, and possibly even harmful in the long run since it crowds out more efficient
factors.
The task of absorbing immigrants has shifted the structure of government expenditure

away from the trend of the last decade, increasing the proportion of direct intervention in
outlays on businesssector activity. The share of expenditure devoted to welfare, which
soared in the 1980s, continued to irse, while the proportion of public goods fell. The
expenditure figures do not reflect the cost of intervention, since guarantees for housing
and forbusinesssector activities will be honored only in 1992.
Duirng the year the tax structure was amended, with some beneifcial effects on factor

allocation. The main improvements were the reduction of employers' tax and of
employers' contribution to National Insurance, and further exposure to imports.
Immigration makes it even more important to streamline the tax system. Employers'
taxes on wages and protective taxes hamper the efficient allocation of the incremental
labor force, and because of the prevalence of labor market imperfectionsas well as
social pressures this process will persist, impaiirng the country's growth.
Infrastructure investment was only 2 percentof GDP in 1990 and 1991, in spiteof its

importance for economic growth. The proportion of GDP invested in infrastructure is
now lower than in the peirod up to 1973, particularly in the road infrastructure.

2. LONGTERM TRENDS

As a proportion of GNP, income and expenditure has declined in the last few years, and
the pattern of government spending and the structure of the tax system have both been
radically altered. Although the nature and timing of these changes resemble those in most
western countries, immigrantabsorption needs deflected the trend of government
expenditure and some pirnciples of tax reform.
The functional composition of government expenditure shifted perceptibly in the

1980s (Table 5.3). The proportion of public goods fell slowly, administrative services
and investment held steady, and cuts in defense expenditure led the decline in the share
of this item in total outlay. The share of social services (education, health, welfare, and
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Table 5.2
Principal ComponentsofGeneral Government Income and Expenditure, 198091a

(percentofGNP)

19911990198919881987198619851984198691198084

Expenditure
Domestic

17.317.317.116.916.316.216.417.916.817.6Civilian

8.99.910.210.511.011.012.714.310.314.2Defense, net

2.22.42.52.62.42.01.92.12.42.4Investment

28.429.629.830.029.729.230.954.229.434.3subtotal: Direct domestic demand

2.52.73.03.43.13.14.86.32.95.7Subsidies

14.212.813.012.411.111.310.410.212.511.2Tarnsfer payments

0.40.60.71.01.41.52.03.20.94.5Credit subsidiesCO

4.15.04.33.56.27.97.54.85.24.2Real interest payments

49.650.750.850.251.652.955.658.751.059.8Total domestic expenditureO
Expenditure abroadE3

3.02.92.74.87.14.07.36.24.16.6Direct defense imports

0.30.30.41.12.12.20.31.00.00.2Advance payments on defense imports

2.32.73.13.53.94.65.95.33.34.0Nominal interest payments
0.40.40.40.50.60.50.70.70.50.7Other

5.96.36.69.79.511.414.213.37.911.6Total expenditure abroad

55.657.057.458.061.164.369.872.0058.971.4Total expenditure
3
$



n Receipts
> Domestic! Taxesand tarnsfers 43.2 43.9 38.4 45.3 48.1 47.0 45.1 41.0 41■3 406
" Incomeform porpetry 2.6 1.2 1.6 1.4 1.1 0.7 11 13 L4 13
3 Other 2.8 2.5 2.8 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.5 2.5 2.4 23§Total domestic 48.6 47.5 42.7 49.2 51.7 50.3 48.8 44.8 45.2 442
c/> From rest of the world
§ Income form foreign investment 2.1 1.0 1.5 1.2 1.0 0.8 08 10 11 13
g Unilateral transfers 9.8 8.9 15.5 20.5 14.5 9.5 לל 7.2 7.6 71

Publiclyfinanced nonprofit institutions 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3 03
Total form restof world 12.4 10.3 17.5 22.2 15.9 10.8 8.8 8.6 91 8.7

Total income 60.9 57.8 60.2 71.5 67.6 61.1 57.6 53.4 54.3 52.9

■Investmentstructures and equipment. Central Bureau of Statistics estimates (Bank of Israel estimates in previous issues of the Annual Report).
Tax revenue direct and indirect taxes (excluding impotr duties on direct defense imports) and transfers from households.
Subsidies subsidies to domestic production, imports and expotrs.
Credit subsidy subsidy element of credit to ifrms and expotr credit,
Real interestpaymentsnominal interest paid to domestic factors by general government and the Bank of Isare1.
income formporpetrydomestic operating porfit of the Bank of Israel plus other income from porperty and entrepreneurship (rent, dividends, interest).
Other income imputed pensions and depreciation.
Direct defense imports excluding taxes.
otherexpendituresmaintenance of diplomatic missions aborad; Bank of Israel expenditure on coins and banknotes; participation in international insutuuons

)including U.N. force in the Sinai Peninsula).
SOURCE: Based on Central Bureau of Statistics data.
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Figure 5.2
The CompositionofTaxes, byTypeofTax, 198091
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H Direct taxes and transfer receipts

iU Indirect taxes on domestic production

H Indirect taxes on imports

SOURCE: Based on Central Bureau of Statistics data.

current transfers to households) rose quite steeply in the late 1980s. Throughout the
decade the share of expenditure on direct intervention in the business sector and to
credit subsidies in particular declined. The share of financing costs, which peaked in
1986, declined until 1990.
The gradual reduction in the share of direct intervention, together with the increase in

the share of social services, altered the character of the government's economic functions
in the 1980s. The composition of social services outlays also changed duirng this peirod,
with a relatively steep irse in transfer payments, which are given in cash and whose des
tination is decided by the recipients. The other components of social services expenditure
rose less; since they are controlled by the government recipients they can benefit only by
consuming goods supplied by the government. This indicates decreasing direct govern
ment involvement, through the budget, in the allocationof resources for social purposes.
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Table 5.3
General Government Expenditure by TypeofInterveniton, 198091

)pecrent(

19911990198919881987198619851984198691198084
Public goods

22.023.023.224.526.126.829.129.924.329.5Defense8
7.57.77.97.87.87.06.46.27.66.8Administrative services"in

3.94.24.44.54.03.22.72.94.03.4InvestmentG
33.434.935.536.837.936.938.138.935.939.7Total

Social services
24.223.522.622.219.919.018.019.721.918.9Merit goods■
13.112.872.6. 72.511.111.070.270.912.2105Education
6.46.35.75.6524.94.85.75.75.1Health

4.84.44A4.13.63.23.13.74.13.3Welefer

19.218.817.416.515.214.512.410.916.911.2Current transfers
43.542.240.038.735.133.530.430.538.830.1Total

sector(Direct intervention (business
3.53.03.13.73.13.25.06.53.36.1Subsidies'1

0.81.01.21.82.42.32.94.51.66.2Credit subsidy
6.22.92.12.42.31.91.92.23.03.5Capital grants

1.01.72.12.11.91.61.92.21.71.8Foreign trade subsidies
11.58.58..510.09.79.011.715.49.517.7Total

Financing outlays
0.10.83.12.40.71.20.51.11.41.0Repayment of compulsory loan

Interest on public debt
7.48.87.66.010.112.310.76.78.75.9Domestic
4.14.75.36.16.47.28.57.45.65.7Foreign
11.614.316.014.517.320.619.715.215.712.5Total

100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0Grand/total

55.657.057.457.961.164.369.772.058.971.4Percentof GNP

* Esitmated from the general governmentconsumption ifgures; for 198891 provisional estimate based on change in numberof employee posts.
b On local production. The main item is subsidies on essential goods and services.
SOURCE: Based on Central Bureau ofStatistics data.



Due to the steep decline in ercent years in the ratio of govenrment expendituer intended
for direct intervention to GNP, by the late 1980s it had reached a level comparable with
that in most OECD countries.3 In social services, the transfer payments/GNP ratio was
similar to the average in developed countries. Nevertheless, large intercountry
diffeernces in GDP, population, demographic characteristics, and unemployment limit the
value of this compairson. When allowance is made for differences in per capita GDP, the
unemployment rate, and the oldage dependency ratio, the transfers to households/GDP
ratio is lower in Israel than in most of the wealthier European countires (Austria, France,
Germany, Italy, and Holland), is not significantly different from the Scandinavian
countires, New Zealand, and the less wealthy European countires (Portugal, Spain,
Ireland, and Greece), and is higher than in Australia, Japan, the United States,
Switzerland, Canada, and Birtain.

Table 5.4
IndicatorsofCivilian Public Services, 198091

)pecrent(

General government civilian consumption

Dependency
ratio"

)1980=100(

Percentof total

Per capita6
(1980=100(

Percent of

Compensation
of employees'1Employment0

Private
consumption*GNP

100.026.029.3100.033.718.41980
99.625.729.8100.532.118.11981

99.124.329.8100.030.117.71982

98.424.029.3100.229.017.51983
98.525.029.3100.032.018.21984

98.523.029.997.927.716.81985
98.521.829.796.225.516.51986

98.520.828.898.125.116.61987

98.521.729.0100.626.517.11988

98.322.729.4100.227.317.41989
98.323.329.4102.527.717.61990
98.324.929.6101.328.117.51991

a Excluding private nonprofit institutions.
b At 1986 prices.
c Public services as percent of total.
SOURCE: Based on Central Bureau of Statistics data.

d General government as percent of total.
e Percent ofpopulation aged 024 and 65+.

There was a steep irse in direct businesssector intervention in 1991, due mainly to the
large increase in subsidies intended to encourage dwelling construction, as well as to the
irse in subsidies to firms in order to create employment. The full budgetary effect of the

3See Howard Oxley, Maria Maher, John P. Martin, Giuseppe Nicolett, and Patricia AlonsoGamo
(1990), The Public Sector, Issuesfor the 1990s (OECD, Pairs(.
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Table 5J5
Direct DemandofGeneral Government, 198791"

Annual change, percent
so
in

y.
QuantityPirceNIS million

19911990198919881987199119901989199119901989
n
CO

Consumption (net(
5.14.52.34.23.722.618.521.723.18517,99414J30Civilian
1.25.218.68.032.620.615.725.816,86613,81911,351Defense

3.44.98.62.517.821.817.224.440,05131,81325,881Total
Domestic consumption (net(

5.14.72.24.53.622.718.521.722.85817,73174,292Civilian
^.10.81.70.14.321.917.521.611,83710,1218543Defense

1.83.20.62.73.922.418.221.734,69527,85222,835Total
0.73.01.015.524.816.813.417.62,8542,4602,105Investment

3.24.77.91.418.321.317.023.842,90534,27327,986Dierct demand
1.73.20.73.75.421.817.821.337,54930,31224,940Direct domestic demand

302.1166.713.35.25.921.523.112.96,3991,310399Governmentguaranteed constructionb

a For more detailed information see Table 5.A1.
b Private housing construction with government guarantee to purchase unsold apartments.
SOURCE: Based on Central Bureau of Statistics data.
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purchase guarantees and the subsidization of motrgages undertaken in 1991 will begin to
be felt only in 1992, when the stock of completed units is put up for sale thereby
increasing the number of purchase guarantees called in and when new immigrants take
out the subsidized mortgages
The tax system has been gradually reformed in recent years in three important areas.

The VAT was raised, thereby increasing the indirect tax component of consumption, and
both corporate and personal income tax rates were reduced. While these measures
improved the efficiency of tax collection, they made the tax system slightly less
progressive. As a result, the shareof direct taxes declined gradually and for the first time
indirect taxes exceeded direct taxes. Israel's direct tax/GNP ratio is similar to that in the
west, though the proportion of indirect taxes in total taxes is much higher. Thus, even
though according to the indicators Israel's direct taxes are more progressive than in the
west, the relatively high proportion of indirect taxes reduces the progressiveness, and
this trend has been accentuated in recent years.

Table 5.6
Indicators of Defense Expenditure, 198091

Compensation
of employees:
defense* as

percent of total
(5(

Defense consumption' as percent of GNP
Percent of: GNP
plus unilateral

transfers1'
)1(

Domestic plus
foreign funding*1

(4(
Domestic*

(3(
Total
(2(

10.517.514.023.120.21980

10.317.714.124.521.71981
10.819.014.921.419.71982

10.017.814.018.716.91983
10.319.014.321.718.71984

9.617.712.721.517.71985

8.915.111.015.913.61986
8.814.611.019.417.31987
9.513.610.516.315.01988

9.412.910.213.612.31989
9.312.49.913.512.21990
9.211.08.912.711.71991

a Excludes conscripts.
b Unilateral transfers convetred to MS at the effective exchange rate.
c Localcurrency expenditure net ofdomestic sales.
d Budgeted foreigncurrency outlay and principal and interest on U.S. government aid.
SOURCE: Based on data of the Central Bureau ofStatistics and the Ministry of Finance.

Because of predictions of larger expenditure on immigrant absorption in 1991, there
was some departure from implementation of the longterm tax reform as personal
incometax rates were raised.
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n Table 5.7
"t. Taxes, Subsidies, and 'Transfers, 198091

)pecrentof GNP(

19911990198919881987198619851984198691198084

Taxes and transfers
40.641.341.045.147.048.145.338.443.943.2Taxes and transfer receipts
16.715.516.015.714.214.415.116.515.416.8less Subsidies and transfer payments
0.40.60.71.01.41.52.03.20.94.5less Credit subsidies
23.425.324.428.331.432.228.118.627.521.9Total

Direct taxes
19.821.321.923.724.125.324.520.322.724.9Dierct taxes and transfer receipts
12.113.113.915.876.016.515.913.014.615.9ofwhich Income tax
14.212.813.012.411.111.310.410.212.511.2less Transfer payments
5.68.58.911.413.014.014.110.110.213.8Total

Indirect taxes, domestic
14.814.313.613.814.314.713.510.714.311.0Taxes
1.91.71.82.21.92.03.54.71.94.4less Subsidies
0.40.60.71.01.41.51.81.80.92.6less Credit subsidies to ifrms
12.412.111.210.611.011.28.24.211.44.0Total

Net foreign trade taxes
6.05.65.57.78.78.47.67.67.17.2Net import duties
0.60.91.21.31.31.31.61.81.11.1Direct export subsidies
0.00.00.00.00.00.00.21.30.01.5Export credit subsidies
5.44.74.36.37.47.15.74.55.94.5Total

26.726.725.529.732.733.429.420.229.124.1Tax burden*

. Defined as net tax revenue less operating surplus of Post Ofifce andPorts Authority and government earmarked income plus capital grants to ifrms.
SOURCE: Based on Central Bureau of Statistics data.
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5 Table 5.8
Direct Taxes, Compulsory Loans, and Transfer Payments, 198591

Real annual change, percent'millionNIS

19911990198919881987199119901989198819871986

0.21.410.75.33.715,98913,40411,59710,7958,8157,092Income tax
1.11.92.314.012.07,4306,3135,2874,4993,3932,528Wages and salaires
1.44.116.70.10.98,5597,0916,3106,2965,4214,564Nonwage income
4.913.534.715.416.11.8481.4801,4601.8601,386U79Companies
0.410.212.91.82.223542.1382,0331.9411,6401339Deduction at soucre
0.51.94.26.821.62,1171.7701,4831,2881,188815Cooperative members
0.79.08.114.02.32,0401,70313341,2071,2071,031Selfemployed

1.63.50.71.82.06,6055,4614,5053,7733,1882,715National insurance contributions
1.75.71.11.94.45.6604.6783,7773,1762,6802338Wages and salaires15
1.48.21.41.012.5945783728597508377Nonwage income

0.21.96.66.234.3671565473369299186Fees and ifnes
0.60.07.74.42.723,26519,43016,57514,93712,3029,992Total direct taxesנס

8.711.66.39.06.913,26810,2567,8426,1334,8413,780Current transfers to households1
1.02.55.59.03.18,2766,8865,7344J183J642,884Through National Insurance

24.536.48.58.818.94,9923.3702,1081.6151,277896Other
9.523.111.415.29.71,083831576430321244To pirvate nonprofit institutions
10.115.49.614.26.4890679502381287225Current transfers5ל

6.775.325.624.047.419315274493419Capital transfers1
143.537.213.26.717.94,3871,514942903728515Capital transfers to firms.<
404.23,000500ofwhich Housing
83.072.431.7226.234.5994881,511955252321Repaymentof compulsory loans
20.92.87.417.95.418,83713,08910,8718,4216,1424,860Total transfer and loan repayments

$



4.715.418.29.128.72,9502,3671,7501,231970629Tarnsfers erceived

6.212.52.535:111.025420179615910176Current0
4.619.020.66.131.12,6962,16615541.072869553Capital113
24.50.35.519.62.015,88710,7229,1217,1905,1724,231Net transfer payments

1.11.55.74.84.326,21521,79718,32516,16813,27210,621Direct taxesplus transfers received|
28.80.320.06.53.37,3788,7087,4547,7477,1305,761Net dierct taxes and transfers

n
' Delfated bv the CPI.00m

b Includes managers' salaires.
c From households and pirvate nonproift institutions.
dTaxes such as land appreciation tax and other transfers from ifrms.

SOURCE: Based on data of the Central Bureau ofStatistics and the Ministry ofFinance.
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3. DIRECT GOVERNMENT INVOLVEMENT IN IMMIGRANT ABSORPTION

The government's involvement in immigrant absorption was confined to four aeras
accommodation, employment, basic income support, and social services. Government
involvement in the housing market led to a sharp increase in housing investment, and
when the immigration rate fell, investment was in excessof requirements. Employment
policy produced poor ersults since it was not pursued vigorously enough, in three areas
in particular: reducing taxes on factors of production, chiefly labor; expanding
infrastructure investment; and introducing structural reform, particularly in increasing
labormarket flexibility, which progressed slowly. Current transfers to immigrants were
adjusted several times in 199091, but remained constant in real terms. The levelof per
capita public consumption was not alteerd by the addition of the immigrants to the pool
of social services recipients.
The object of the government's housing policy was to encourage the expansion of

both supply and demand. The acceleration of immigration in 1990, and the belief that the
housing market would erspond too slowly, led the government to introduce a series of
measures intended to expand and speed up dwelling construction. These included
purchase guarantees given to contractors for units built and left unsold. At the end of
1990 the government also embarked on the ownaccount construction of 20,000 units.
The remaining purchase guarantees are a potential burden on future budgets. Since fewer
immigrants have come than were oirginally bargained for, and also because of the
locations where the units were built, the gap between future supply and demand for them
is widening and government expenditure on honoring the guarantees is expected to
increase.
In addition, in 1990 the government began to offer inducements to contractors to

speed up starts and completions of construction, also providing land at reduced prices in
many parts of the country. This is reflected by the steep increase in governmentinitiated
construction, which almost doubled in real terms in 1990 and tripled in 1991, as well as
by the faster pace of construction.
On the demand side, through the mortgage banks the government offered immigrants

subsidized mortgages and grants depending on duration of residence. Some 20,000
immigrant families took advantage of these beneifts in 1991, and the subsidization of
mortgages accounted for NIS 70 milliona relatively small amount, which will grow in
the next few years as the number of homebuyers increases (see section on construction,
Chapter 2).
In July 1991 the Knesset passed a law to encourage the absorption of immigrants in

the business sector under which an employer who takes on a new employee is entitled to
a subsidy of one third of his or her monthly wage, up to a ceiling of NIS 1,000 a month.
The subsidy for the new employee is paid for up to ten months, and is brought into line
with priceincreases every quarter. The law was introduced at the end of 1991 and con
sequently does not greatly affect the 1991 budget. It is expected to cost about NIS 250
million in 1992, however. Since 1990 investment grants have also been linked with the
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Table 5.9
Indierct Taxes and Subsidies on Domestic Production, 198491

■73

Real annual change, percent'NIS million
LSI

.a

19911990198919881987199119901989198819871986§
c

Indirect taxes
o
CO

14.610.10.53.20.314,86510,9048,4546,9935,8284,847Taxes on economic activity
20.56.01.210.02.911,1887,8056.2865,7674.0393.276Value added taxb70

12.615.09.97.05.9470452454419388344Purchase tax
21.243.12.614.912.01,4941,036618501375356Fuel tax
0.82.53.418.124.9830692576496521579Employers' tax,

19.251.05.330.144.1883919520410505292Other0

4.121.521.230.010.53372721911318765Property taxes

6.39.83.21.717.83,6232,8652,2261,7941,5181,075Municipal taxes

3.71.912.83.321.1764619439514457315Other taxes11

12.39.70.62.84.419,59014,66011,4099,4327,8896,302Total indirect taxes
Subsidies

23.21.117.321.00.62,5521,7411,4701,4791,051872Subsidies

13.914.532.723.65.2583569568702790626Imputed credit subsidies

14.03.322.31.92.53,1352,3102,0382,1811,8411,498Total subsidies
Net indirect taxes

10.810.93.90.05.117,03712,9199,9397,9536,8385,430Excluding imputed credit subsidies

12.0612.57.53.15.116,45412,3509,3717,2516,0484,804Including credit subsidies

' Deflated by annual average CPI.
b Includes VAT paid by pirvate nonprofit institutions and VAT on wages of financial institutions.
c Includes tobacco tax, cementexcise, stamp duty, licences and fees and, since 1985, taxes for the fuel equalization
d Earmarked surpluses and taxes.
SOURCE: Based on Central Bureau of Statistics data.
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absorption of new immigrants, one of the cirteria for receiving such a grant being the
number of employees in a firm. This cirteiron is currently more important than the export
requirement which was thechief condition for receiving investment grants in the past.
Total annual aid per immigrant family, compirsing the initial absorption grant plus

health insurance and unemployment benefit (duirng the second half of the first year in
Israel), came toNIS 31,000 at the end of 1991. Since the absorption grant was
introduced, it has been adjusted several times (see note to Table 5.A3), but since the
beginning of 1991 it has irsen in nominal terms by 15 percent, slightly less than the
annual inflation rate.

4. DIRECT DEMAND

Direct domestic government demand, which reached a trough in 1989, began to increase
gradually as resources were allocated to the economic absorption of immigrants. Real
direct domestic demand rose by 3 percent in 1990, with a similar expansion of general
government consumption and investment. These trends did not recur in 1991 and,
following a slight increase in public consumption anda decline in investment, real direct
domestic demand rose by only 1 percent. A compairson of the increase in direct domestic
demand and GDP shows that direct general government pressure on domestic resources
moderated, causing economic activity to contract. However, when direct construction
outlays, such as prefabircated units bought and purchase guarantees called in, are added
to demand, the picture alters drastically, revealing the general government's direct effect
on the expansion of economic activity in 1991.
Real domestic civilian consumption rose by 5 percent in 1991 due to the increase in

employment and domestic purchases. Domestic defense consumption declined,
however, since employment and domestic purchases fell.

5. TAXES AND TRANSFERS

An aggregate index of the indirect effect of government activities is the total tax burden,
which reached a peak in 1986, declined gradually in 198789, and rose once again in
1990, remaining at the same level in 1991 (Table 5.7). This indicator seems to show that
the indirect effect of government in 199091 was contractionary. However, it
underestimates the effect in 1991, since it makes no allowance for the implicit
contirbution of purchase guarantees and future credit subsidies to stimulating business
sector activity, which will be recorded in the general government's accounts only in the
future. Furthermore, some of the taxes and transfers are transient, and consequently
have only a shortlived effect.
Real tax receipts increased by 7.4 percent, and their shareof GNP declined slightly,

reaching 39 percent. In the ifrst quarter of 1991, following the contraction of economic
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Table 5.10
Taxes andSubsidies on Imports, 19851991

NIS million Real annual change, percent*
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991

Taxes on civilian imports 1,991 3,517 4,714 5,132 4,584 5,763 7,944 11.8 6.4 25.7 7.3 15.8
Value added tax 820 1,245 1,666 1,713 1,857 2,635 3,875 11.7 11.6 9.8 21.1 23.6
Customs11 392 774 791 796 421 518 708 14.8 13.4 56.0 5.0 14.9
Purchase tax 541 1.268 1,950 2,245 1,986 2,388 3,155 28.3 1.0 26.4 2.6 11.0
Other taxesc 239 230 307 378 320 222 206 11.6 5.8 29.6 40.8 22.0

Import subsidies 82 109 88 88 25 17 44 32.9 13.8 76.4 158.0 317.5
Net taxes (civilian imports) 2,073 3,626 4,802 5,220 4,609 5,746 7,988 10.5 6.5 26.6 6.4 16.8
Taxes on defense imports 414 376 731 643 546 731 1,074 62.2 24.3 29.4 14.3 23.5
Exports 506 564 736 919 1,047 963 798 8.9 7.4 5.3 21.5 30.4
Subsidies 438 560 732 916 1,044 960 794 9.1 7.6 5.2 21.5 30.5
Imputed credit subsidies6844333 4 14.8 30.6 22.7 14.7 12.0

Net foreign trade taxes
Excl.credit subsidies 1,635 3,066 4,069 4,304 3,565 4,786 7,194 10.7 9.0 31.1 14.6 26.3
Incl.credit subsidies 1,567 3,062 4,065 4,301 3,562 4,783 7,190 10.8 9.0 31.1 14.6 26.3

a Deflated by annual average CPI.
b Excludes fines; from 1983, includes import levy.
c Includes foreign travel tax (from 1982); the tax element of the compulsory deposit on imports (from 1983); the levy on purchases of foerign currency

)from 1983); the tariff on imports of services (from 1984); the tariff on foreign travel fares (from 1985).
SOURCE: Based on Central Bureau of Statistics data.



activity due to the Gulf War, real tax receipts fell, but with the recovery they soared in
comparison with the corresponding quarter in previous years. In the last three quarters of
1991 tax receipts were higher than in any year since 1982, the peak year, when
significant changes were made in tax legislation in order to finance the war in Lebanon.
The increase in real tax receipts in 1991 was due chielfy to the increased volume of
indirect taxes, which for the first time exceeded direct taxes.
During the last few years the tax system has been undergoing reform along the lines

which have been introduced gradually in the OECD countries since the early 1980s. This
reform includes expanding the corporate tax base and reducing its rate, expanding the
base of tax on consumption through the shift to VAT, and reducing personal income tax
rates. Because of the need to cover expenses associated with the absorption of
immigrants, only the first two pirnciples were applied in 1991, and the situation
regressed with regard to the third.
Expectations of a steep increase in immigrant absorption expenditure aided the passage

of tax legislation in 199091. These laws increased the tax burden and departed from the
principles underlying the 1987 reformof direct taxes (Table 5.7).
The changes in tax structure nonetheless increased the efficiency of tax collection as

the share of VAT rose and other taxes were abolished. Manpower allocation became more
efficient, income tax rates were reduced, employers' share of National Insurance
contributions was cut, the exposure policy was pursued through the removal of
administrative controls on imported goods, income tax became more progressive, and
real credit and export subsidies were reduced.
The legislative changes of 1991 helped to raise tax receipts by NIS 1,120 million,

accounting for 0.8 percent of GNP. Legislation increased indirect taxes by NIS 2,280
million, while reducing direct taxation by NIS 1,060 million (Table 5.A3). The annual
rate of increase of municipal taxes was 20.4 percent on average2 percentage points
higher than the rate at which the CPI rose.
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